Wireless Network ‘eduroam’ Setup for iPhones

Connecting to the ‘eduroam’ network is nearly the same process as setting up Secure1X. Make sure you are able to navigate to your wireless settings before you begin following this guide.

If you experience any difficulties, your IT department is a phone call/e-mail away! afit@umass.edu 413-545-1956.
Welcome To The
UMass Amherst Wireless Network

This wizard will configure your computer for secure network access.

To ensure your security, the University of Massachusetts - Amherst network utilizes a secure authentication mechanism known as WPA2-Enterprise and 802.1X. This security mechanism protects your user name and password. In a wireless environment, it also protects your data with network encryption. To utilize this secure network, your network connection requires specific settings. This wizard will ensure that your machine is properly configured.

XpressConnect will attempt to load automatically using a Java Applet or ActiveX. If you prefer, you can manually.

Accept the terms down here
Then hit Start

I accept the terms of the End-User License Agreement.
Congratulations!
You should be able to connect to ‘eduroam’ now!

If not, try removing the certificate, and then doing the steps over again. Often the last password typed may be incorrect and will not notify you if it is, but instead will just fail to connect or say limited connectivity.